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NEW MEXICAN

have reached here from smaller towns
in the interior of Mexico. A numbet
of business concerns here whose
are abroad have received
cable instructions to send the women
land children of their employes out of
the federal capital. ' A man arrived
from Vera Cruz last night who claimed to be a messenger from John Lind.
with what authority was not known,
and who urged the immediate departure of all Americans men, women
and children,
The Impartial
today refers editorially to the organization of the
Mexican congress:
"It appears," says the Imparcial,
That this congress displeases the
mighty personage of the White House.
He takes up for slaves, whereas we
belong the noble and fierce race of
Cuauntemoc, the last Aztec soverign
of Mexico, crossed with the blood of
that other indomitible and proud peo-- I
pie whose monuments of glory rear
themselves on the heights of the
Andes.
"Our grand president, now unembarrassed by intriguers, stands more
firm than prophyry or bronze.
"A people which loses its Independence and dignity without a supreme
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ALABAMA SENATOR
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 17.
Frank P. (Mush, editor of llie Blr- ininghaiu News, and president of
tile Montgomery Advertiser, was
today appointed I'nited States V!
senator by Governor O'Neal .to
succeed the late Senator Joseph
F. .lohnson.
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Concord, X. II., Nov. 17. The am-IDEA OF WASHINGTON OFFICIALS.
mded petition for a writ of habeas
which
as
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acts
in
the
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stay
of Harry K. Thaw from New
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was
by Thaw's at-- i
Hampshire,
torneys in the United States district'
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Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 17. Charges
of assault with intent to murder
Mexico City, Nov. 17. The report
against four strikers were dismissed
was revived today that General Huer-tin the civil courts this morning when
iutended to resign on the convening
Oil
HeRRlOU
nf i.nnirmca In
Justice C. A. Bowers was Informed by
ucu
w'Be
Thursday. It was based on the alleged
General Chase that the men were mildeclaration of a member of the chain-- ! eternal ignominy."
and ordered that they
The article continues by saying that itary prisoners
ber of deputies. An early severance
his orders. The deheld
be
awaiting
Yankees
the
cannot
believe
the
United
writer
between the
of relations
an
are
such
on
fendants
insane
as
will launch
charged with having at
States and Mexico is regarded here
None of the newspapers, tuie as a war with Mexico,
tacked Herbert Smith, mine clerk at
Mr. O'Shaughnessy shortly before the
whether printed in English or Spanish
McLaughlin mine on the afternoon
s
published more than the briefest dis- noon said he had received no
8.
of
November
today touching the situation Hon from Washington that he was to
This is the first indication that
and no indication was given in these close the American embassy here. He
of the intention of Washington toward appeared to have abandoned hope of General Chase proposes to try all perMexico.
any renewal of negotiations with the sons charged with law violation in
Whether the United States embassy Mexican government,
connection with the present coal
Huerta Minister Leaves,
is to remain or be immediately with- 17. Eight strike, in military court.
Nov.
Vera
which
Mex.,
matter
to
a
Cruz,
be
drawn appears
Deputy District Attorney Ralston,
Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the American American families arrived here from.
report-tainupoji receipt of the order of General
charge d'affaires, himself, is uncer-- Mexico City this morning, and
The staff of the embassy is led that a genera,! exodus was
Chase, ordered the case stricken from
to leave at a moment's notice jning. Many more are expected
the civil records without prejudice,
number
a
still greater
little surprise would be felt here, night and
four prisoners were arrested by
'the
much alarm would be caused morrow morning,
authorities and later rethe
military
who
recently leased under bonds
in case Mr. O'Shaughnessy and his Manuel Galza Aldape,
by the civil auin
establishment should take the evening resigned the ministry of the Interior
Chase
General
thorities.
Immediately
momthe cabinet, arrived here this
train to Vera Cruz.
caused the strikers to be
There was considerable gossip in ing from Mexico City and boarded the
One thousand feet of moving picture
political circles today of further steamer Espagne, accompanied by his films were taken during an attack by
- wife
He was escorted
children.
and
Gencabinet.
in
Mexican
the
changes
strikers upon a train load of guards
eral Aureliano Blanquet, the minister from the quay by the local officials, near Ludlow were confiscated yesterto
would
he
only
misun-jla
had
to
questions
reply
is
have
said
of war,
to take day at Walsenburg by the militia and
derstanding with President Huerta, say he was proceeding to Paris
to are now in possesion of General
Mexican
minister
as
his
duties
up
to
withdraw
cause
him
which may
Chase.
France.
from his post.
It is said that the dozens of memGen-zremained
doubt
What
Garregarding
of
Manuel
With the departure
of the attacking party are plainly
bers
with
intentions
Huerta's
eral
respect
Aldape, late minister of the interior
General Chase will
s recognisable.
to
American
the
with
compliance
foreigners here feel that the cabinet
late today.
the
view
pictures
was
own
elimination
mands
his
for
lost one of Its most
C. W. Fairchild, recently appointmembers, and an official whose mod- - iremoved from the minds ot most Mex ed
secretary to General
military
eration could be dispended on. His icans and roreign residents, d.v nis
and
peremptory dismissal yesterday of Chase, arrived here this morning milisuccessor has not yet been chosen.
is engaged in the distribution of
In the meantime General Huerta is Manuel Garza Adalpe, the minister of
v
- who. was looked upon as the tary supplies.
proceeding 'with lils efforts to xirpin-iz- e interior,The strike zone is quiet and many
the new congress, regardless ot head of Huerta's cabinet.
miners are returning to work accordAdalpe led that group of the cabi-- j
the notice given to him by John Lind
to General Chase. Four
ing
folit
that
conviction
net
held
the
.which
would
that serious consequences
miners are said to have been attackto
por-to
accede
best
that
be
would
a
low such
step.
- ed and beaten at Raton, N. M., yesterIt was expected that a further at tion, at least, of Washington's de- j'
day by strike sympathizers.
aban-which
total
the
meant
mands
anernoon
tempt would be made this
to organize the senate, as Saturday's donment of power by the provisional
Steel Mills Reopen.
effort failed, owing to the lack of a president, and he is said to have been
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 17. Twelve hunthe on'y 0ne w'th sumctent courage
quorum.
out of work
to discuss the international situation dred men who have been
The chamber of deputies was order-for several weeks at the steel mills of
"
purfor
the
session
a
ed to hold
today
It was he who called at the Ameri- - the Colorado Fuel & Iron company,
pose ot revising me creuenuaia ui no
and induced owing to coal shortage, returned to
Ilnlooo tho TTnitprt States
Q.v'hD
icv.cn.ij
the charge work this morning and the big plant
Nelson
O'Shaughnessy,
alterafinds a means to bring about
comto Washington his is running at full capacity. The
to
send
- d'affaires,
tion of the present plans, the first regto secure a full supof
the
negotia-o- pany is now able
for
reopening
PPI
occur
uiar meeting of that house will
other
,ionsSenor Adalpe's resignation ply cf coal from its cwn and
Thursday.
inrs.
r
w
"
General Huerta regards his part In
The federal grand jury investigatnous early this
the recent exchange of communica- - at President Huerta
to have re- ing the coal strike resumed its work
Hons with the United States finished. morning. Huerta is said
statement today. It is expected that it will be
He expects to find no difficulty in con iterated at this meeting the
The
to report in a few days.
not
would
he
that
resign, that with ready
summating his plan to bring his new 'ul II.
t!P
.ln..41. n4 general belief is that there will be in,tc
tomor- full organization
congress . to
.
. ,
.
.
lie wae riinnnRAfl tn nlflV out. the enme. dictments as a result of the occurrow and he continues planning nis
Certain Intimate friends of General rences during the strike.
military campaigns and carrying out Huerta have been
indicating to him,
of
his policies
pacification.
it is said, for some time, that the minADOPTED
What further move may he taken at ister of the interior was intrlgning for RESOLUTIONS
Washington is a question which neith- the presidency and that the cabinet
er the Mexicans nor the foreigners who opposed Adalpe Included Quer-here find an easy one to answer but It ido Moheuo, minister of foreign af-- j AT A. F. L. MEETING
was noticeable that there was an In- fairs; Aurelio Blanquet, minister of
creasing expression of opinion that war, and Jose Maria Lozano, minister
the United States would continue heri - . fomeni0
URGE REPAIR OF ALL NAVAL VESSELS,
hands off policy.
It is staled authoritatively that
OF PENNSYLVANIA
INVESTIGATION
It was reported unofficially today these throe
assured General
that Chihuahua had been captured, Huerta that unless the minister of
SATURDAY HALF HOLIDAYS
RAILROAD,
The war department, however, has (he interior was removed they would
INVESTMENT OF POSTAL SAVINGS IN
little confirmation regarding the mili- resign.
Manuel Garza Adalpe was
tary operations, especially those in designated tonight by the provisional
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND MANY OTHER
the north in which the rebels are said president to go to Europe in fulfillTHINGS.
to be victorious. The situation about ment of some undetermined special
Tuxpam, the center of the oil Industry mission. Senor Adalpe's friends think
Is described as acute. The rebels are it possible that he may be named to
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 17. The Amerurging the foreigners to cap their succeed Francisco de la Barra as ican Federation of Labor convention
wells and leave them, as the rebels minister to France.
devoted the morning today to the condon't propose to leave an unrestricted
Senor de la Barra has been ordered sideration of the report of the resoluto
nor
oil
of
for
railroads
to
the
to Japan as special ambassador
supply
tions committee reflecting the sentienable the government to derive reve- present the thanks of the Mexican ment of the executive council and it
nue from that source.
of
government for the participation
was adopted on every point. Upon a
The exodus of .foreigners, especial- Japan in the centennial festivities resolution
to "open the postal banks
It was to full use by the people" however,
ly Americans, continued today. The under Porfirio Diaz in 1910.
It
on this mission that General Felix
trains to Vera Cruz were jammed.
the insurgents mustered 93 votes to
was asserted at the American embas- Diaz was proceeding when he decided
administration's 95.
the
sy that no new Instructions had been to return to Mexico to take part In
Resolutions were adopted as folreceived. Many American citizens the elections.
lows;
Advocating construction and repair
of all naval vessels in navy yards.
Urging the industrial relations commission to investigate conditions on
the Pennsylvania railroad system.
Urging higher wages in navy yards
and a Saturday half holiday for all
Panama, Nov. 17. The Chinese already entailed considerable hardship government employes.
question assumed a serious turn in the n the poorer classes to whom the
Requesting the secretary of the
republic of Panama today. All the Chinese sell butter, lard, rice and treasury to enforce the law against
of
Chinese merchants, wholesale and re- other articles in small quantities val- importation
tail. In this city, in Colon and at ued as low as 2
cents, a trade the goods.
points in the interior, numbering more native merchant does not care to
Demanding government regulation
than 1500, acting according to a pre- handle. Much annoyance has also and supervision of unloading of ves
of sels to protect the lives of long
arranged plan, closed their places of been caused by the
business after posting notices stating laundry. If the laundries are not re- shoremen.
that the doors had been shut for the opened within a reasonable time, the
Favoring direct investment of pospurpose of taking inventory. The police have been authorized to take tal savings deposits in school district
demonstration was an effort to compel action.
bonds.
the Panama government to recede
The report that President Gompers
The
government today anfrom its program relative j the new nounced its decision to stand firm. was considering retirement and would
to all provisional be offered the position of historian of
registration law. This law compels Orders were
Chinese residents to take out new cer- governors to proceed with the arrest the federation and editor of the offitificate- of registration and pay an ad- of Chinese not complying with the cial paper was contemptuously denied
ditional fee, or render themselves registration law before November 25. by Gompers.
liable to deportation.
The Chinese shopkeepers in the Canal
of the Texas
News
The closing of the small stores has Zone have not been affected.
railroad strike was received jubilantly.
a
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REBELS IN JUAREZ

17. The the
Nov.
Houston, Texas,
original petition were necessitat
strike of operating employes of the ed by the indictment in New York
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 17. Kleven men
Washington, D. C Nov. 17. PresiSouthern Pacific lines in Texas and county charging conspiracy to escape dent
WUhoii does not regard the Mexifrom the Mattewau asylum.
are known to have been executed In .ouisiana was
ended today when the
can situation as imving reached any
A hearing on the amended petition
Juarez since Francisco
("Pnucho") railroad
yielded to the demands of the ol Thaw and also on the petition of such critical stage as to require the
Villa and his rebel horde captured the men to meet a federated
committee of the state of Xew York for the dismis- closing of the American embassy. DisThe
reports to that effect today
city Saturday morning early.
the four unions in the controversy. sal of the habeas corpus proceedings cussing
rebel officials admit the execution of The men were ordered to resume will lie given in the federal court here he said Charge O'Shaughnessy neither
had been given his passports nor had
tomorrow.
that number. Americans who have fre- work
he been told to come back. While deImmediately,
Thaw asks that the writs issue on tails as to persons had changed tho
quented the city sinco its capture by
Within thirty minutes after the nu- - the
ground that he is a citizen of
the rebels, claim that t wenty-threremained
nouncement was made that the strike Pennsylvania; that his commitment to main circumstances
the same as when the
have been executed. The bodies of
had been ended, wheels which had .Muttewan asylum was i'egal; that the
president previously expressed a favmost ot the victims are still unburned.
been idle began to turn in the Mous- - section of the New York criminal code orable view of the situation.
of
More than twenty corpses, some
under which he was committed con
ton railroad yards.
Summing up the status ot affairs,
flicts with the Mill amendment and
them executed, some of them bodies
the president indicated that while the
Announcement of the settlement the
for
don't
his
extradition
petition
out
of the victims of the battle, lay
personal attitude of General Huerta
was made by General Manager W. G. charge a crime.
all night in the rain in the Juarez Van
have changed, the circumstanmight
The
further
that
the
of
the
Sunset
General
says
petition
Vleck,
ces on which the American governcemetery, as the graves have not beer,
on
of
the
the
specpart
lines, here and was confirmed by the "proceedings
ment bases its conviction that Huerial deputy attorney general
of the
completed for them. Three of them federated committee of the strikers.
ta's elimination is inevitable, have not
state
of
New
York
establish
bad
faith
In
were in coffins, the others
the
During the strike, mail piled up at and are convincing evidence of a pur changed at all.
clothing in which they had been shot,
It was made plaiu at the White
many places and supplies of mer- pose to obtain possesion of Thaw,
where it had not been appropriated by
chandise ran low in towns which de- not for trial on the conspiracy indict- House that the peremptory resigna
the rebels.
in Mat- tion of Minister Aldape did not affect
pended exclusively on the South- ment, but for
The body of Col. Enrique Porlillo. ern Pacific for service. Several Hous- tewan.
materially the American plan, as it
was pointed out that no scheme that
executed Saturday, was brought to El ton contractors
suspended business
this government might have could
Paso last night for interment here temporarily today because shipments SEARCH WOMEN
very well depend on the permanency
today. It was divested of its trousers of material they expected over the
of any member of the Huerta cabinet.
ATTENDING
and shoes by a rebel who was short Southern Pacific was delayed inSecretary Bryan has ordered inveson clothing, while it laid in the patio definitely. The railroad did not atLONDON TRIAL tigation
of the executions at Juarez,
of the military barracks in Juarez tempt to move any freight after operfar has been unable to reconthus
but
need
in
All
are
in
rebels
Louisiana and
badly
Sunday.
ating employes
cile conHicting reports.
.17.
Two
of
Nov.
bands
London,
of
of clothing and the distribution
Texas went on Birike last Thursday
what Arthur Kopina, the police magOn representations made by Consul
federal uniforms, mad:i night.
captured
women" Edwards at the direction of the state
sn
Orders have been Issued tor a gen istrate described as "raving
Sunday by Vi.lla, did not go around,
an
.appeared at the police courts of department, friends of Ballln,
there has been a scramble among the eral resumption of train service on
louaj. i jii'j weiti vuiii..u American, reported in danger of exerebel soldiery for the clothing of the schedules and a renewal of general!
s
Juarez.
men executed.
activities on the Southern Pacilic lines wuu ussauiL in connection wuu nuiur-day'- cution, has been released at
outrages at the Old Bailey court. Consul Edwards reported Ballins life
The known victims of the rebel exe- effective at p, m, today.
wew
not. been in danger.
Justice
Rear Adtni- cutions so far, are:
Terms of settlement from the fed when hammers with thWwn at disor-jra- l had
and.
Boush, on the battleship Louisiana,
yesterday's
Col. Enrique Portillo.
eral board of mediation and concilia- - Lawrence
ders near Premier Asquith's official has been instructed to demaud the
Col. Augustin Cortinas.
tiou. embodied the condition that
release M several Americans detaiiieq
""
strike should be settled immediately.
Capt. Jose Tor'cfis.
,
fou'by the constitutionalists at Tuxpam.
T
committee agreed to meet a joint
Capt. R, Benavides.
the judge were sentenced
Retaliatory Measures.
committee of the four unions involved Uaulting
Capt. Rieardo C'ontreras.
of from one to two months a
Sotiora, Mex., Nov. 17. Retaliation
Lieut. Pablo RIesse.
and make a determined effort to
lal,or? ln tlle Amlh CBSP; M,Bf for the execution of constitutionalist
Civilian, unknown, said to be aide iust all dilficulties. AH strikers are to
err were nounu prisoners put to death by Mexican
to Guillermo Porras, personal repre-urest0red to former positions with-- "oyleau ana Mrs.
iover to keep the peace, while the pro- federals was advanced today as a pos- sentative of General Huerta lor thejout prejudice.
m.u sible explanation of the action ot Genm.e
- ceeaings
agamsi
notifiesstate of Chihuahua
Immediately after receiving
eral Villa at Juarez in ordering the
weie BUjuururu.
Jose Cordova, recent chief of see
.W the Sn.ithorn Pnifle had ac-- "Oyie
The police took the precaution, of execution of at least two federal
ret service for Huerta in Juur.v..
ceded, the heads of the unions wired
all women spectators of oners yesterday. At General Carran-thei- r
Federal soldier who tried to escape their acquiescence and In a body call-or parcels as Ihey en- - za's headquarters it was denied that
baskets
for
while
it cemetery
digging grave
ed on President W. B. Scott of the
court.
the
specific orders for the Juarez executered
villi
down
dead comrades, knocked
Sunset Central, who received them
tions had been sent from here, but the
musket and executed while uncon- along with the information that the
same informant thought it possible
KILLED WHEN HIS
scious.
"strike was off."
AUTO TURNED TURTLE. that General Villa acted under instrucPablo Ybave, Juarez .policeiuiiu.
The federation claims it won all it
tions given several months ago by
in
Unknown
civilian, employed
contested fo'r, that is, recognition of a
General Carranza. That order, it was
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 17.
,'uarez custom house before the rebels joint committee, and united adjust
George G. Langman, a prominent slated, had directed that no federal
captured it.
ment of differences.
, ue,u
tUC s.iuc v, vafta.u
Only four men were executed SunIt was expected full service would nurseryman ot mis region lor u,au prison.-al ucuvue
day. These were Captain Contreras. be restored within twelve hours.
.years, was instanuy sm
Reach Crucial Stage.
or tnis city. Lang-- ,
of t Iio
who was military instructor
The strike began November 13, at this morning, south
The negotiations between William.
Federal garrison in Juarez, under tho 7 p. m. During the tie up not a ireigiu
.nD f landscane gardening at the country es-- Bayard Hale, unofficial agent of the
Huerta .egime. .lose uorooa, wu wnee was moved on
t
"co
te oi a prominent i,uioiuu
had been in charge of the Huerta
au,.ifi.o.i
track and no act of violence was re- l arranza were ueueveu iikib
Kerv.ee In Juarez; Pablo Ybave, a ported.
officials hoped to resident when Ills macnine lurneu
Company
day to have reached a crucial stage.
Juarez policeman, who had assisted man enough engines to keep aliout a
Both Mr. Hale and Francisco Escu- Cordova in his work, and the federal dozen passenger trains in motion.
dero, minister of exterior in the Car- soldier prisoner, who was working
Strikers submitted C7 grievances, FORMER WOMAN'S GOLF
MARRIES. ranztt cabinet, with whom Hale con- CHAMPION
with a squad of fellow prisoners dig some of them dating back two years.
ferred last night, intimated that the
ging graves. The latter evidently fear- The question of wages was not involvFall River, Mass., Nov. 17. Miss j exchanges had been of a most
ed execution when taken to the cetne-- j ed,
for
firemen.
except
The
C. Harley, former national Iy and satisfactory character.
,,,ilM,D invnlufirl woro llio
tery, as it is the federal army cus-- !
torn to stand a victim on the brink of of Railroad Trainmen, the Order of Woman's golf champion, was married last conference followed the receipts
a grave, shoot him and allow his body naivoai Conductors, The Brother- - to Herbert A. Jackson, of Brookline, a by Mr. Hale of long messages from
.. Washington, the nature of which was
c.i
to tumble in. Me ran ana was over- hood of Locomotive Engineers and the Harvard grauiiate, ..u
not disclosed. Hale replied to this
taken by a rebel who broke his rifle P,rotherhood of Locomotive Firemen jCiuu man.
telegram at length at the conclusion
in the terrific blow which he struck. and
Enginemeu. The lines affected
'of the conference.
X S S
The fleeing soldier fell unconscious .,.0 all In tho Snnaet Central nrAt it was expected early today that
ASK F0R
and was then shot. An American rail- lantic division of the Southern Paci-"VtV,
Hale would meet Boon Wltn tne mil
INDIANS.
TO
CAPTURE
road man was an eye witness to the fie,
Louisi-stretching across southern
Carranza cabinet and it was thought
affair.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 17.ana and Texas from New Orleans to
possible some definite understanding
I'nited States marshal for New
General Francisco
Castro, who El
Paso,
might follow that meeting.
Mexico. A. H. Hudspeth, today
commanded the federal garrison when
To Take Off Germans.
the rebels attacked, has not been locau. Bkpii for two troons of cavalry
Berlin, Nov. 17. Admiral Paul von
to take eight Navajo Indians, who
ted.
Hmtze, the German minister in
are charged with rioting and
The rebels continue establishing nVmtit Vv tUa ml'lrnnrt nnrl ItH pmn.OVPK
;ieo, has ordered the cruiser Nuernberg
their new civil government in Juarez.
stealing, and who have formnnB, nf , fB1,prnl
on the Pacific const of Mexico,
tilled themselves in the moun-lnooteraedia'tioll and conciliation,
They have given permission to the
Mexico Northwestern railroad, owned
tains near Shiprock. Major Gen- - 'to proceed to San Bias and take on
committee
board any German fugitives from the
eral Carter, in command or tne
by Dr. F. S. Pearson and his assoThis proposal was
city of Tepic, which is threatened by
border rmtrol. has authority to
York and London, to
ciates, of
and the request
insurgents. Private steamers are said
to 'ts timber tracts south 0
send the
H
,ated that in event ot re. A was turnedtroops
to be chartered for the Nurenberg is
to him.
over
Juarez. Work will probably start
A
r party the unlon hould
unable to reach San Bias in time.
this week.
,
.,.
A
.
t
Didn't Want To Talk But Does,
what they knew
asked
General Villa says the rest of his 6
When
I:
17. A strong
Chicago, 111., Nov.
about the above at the marshal's
..; ? . ...
army will arrive soon, bringing in all
fleet of American warships and an
.
office this afternoon, Deputy W
his artillery. Two trainloads arrived)
A
ilson,
was received by Pre. dent
army of marines already is guarding
ManhBl
g(ated
today. Villa declares that Chihuahua
the coast of Mexico to protect United
City will be attacked as soon as he, cause of the position transportation
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You must have known that not ona
t went ieth of the cost even lor publish

OFFICIAL.

WILL PLEASE YOU

C. W.G.WARD TALKS

FRESH OYSTERS,
OF DELINQUENT
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
TAXES
SWEET RED P11W1ENTOES,
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TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
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Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
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To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast

Denver '& Rio Grande- THROUGH LINE Points
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n..:f:.D.:l
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Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
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AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM.'M. SCOTT, T. FV& P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.'N. M.

desired.
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President.
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C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

CRICIITON,

Manager

Secretary.

Treasurer.
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Lumber and Transfer

Go.

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUABTERS

FOIR,

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Phone 100 and 15 W.

x

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The West Point of the Southwest.

por-jtio-

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peeoi
Vallej.l.'OOteetabove ie level,
tunshlne every day. Opea air
work throughout the entire les-IoCondltioas for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elaewhere In America. Fourteen officer! and Instructor!, all
fradaatea from standard EastTen buLdlnft,
ern colleges.
modem in every respect.

eieat

:

JS.

J.

A. CAHOOIt, President.
E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POC, Secretary.
W. A. PINLAY.

rPorpartleulart and Illustrated
address,

COL.JAS. W.WILLSON.Sopt.

eata-cu-

Day or Nifht Phone,
to Postofflce.

130 Main.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

I

ASK FOR

TICKETS-S-

YOUR FREIGHT

HIP

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTIAL

to Torrance thence.
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Best pyiBH&gjffljl or
West
Route
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
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NOTHING as to touch

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vi
urn cleaner ready for the fray, your wai
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the h
ed rooms. Electricity will do every th
for you. We furnish it at reasonable ra
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day and night' Estimates and full
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is ready to cook j
iron ready to use, your toa

Majestic Cafe
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METH-

Electricity plays a most Impor-tapart. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
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know-tha-

POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN
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SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
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GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

j

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP.
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

....
...

"

$2.50 "44
$ .05
$ .03 44

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

'

CAPITAL COAL YARD

and Meat, $3.50 per

Green

No Time Should be Lost in
Purifying Your Blood.

'

.

17, 1913.
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Las Vegas, Nov. 15, 1913.
collection was being vigorously proseEditor The "New Mexican, Santa fr. cuted. You must have seen the tax the parties so doubly assessed shall,
Dear Sir The matter of our inade- judgments on the court records. If upon paying the double amount, have
quate system of taxation is to my you doubted these records Chief it refunded by the county commissionmind the most important one before Justice Roberts, Judge McFie or Judge ers. This and this only is what has
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WM. T. STEAD, "TITANIC"
FROM

IS SENDING

VICTIM,

(By W. H. Alburn.)
Boston, Mass., Nov. 15. "If a man
lie, shall he live again?"
It was the question of Job. old as
human thought and hope, the biggest,
question In all human experience.
I asked it of Estelle Wilson Stead,

daughter of the famous English editor and scientist, William T. Stead,
whose brilliant life went out when the
Titanic sank. Stead, himself, had
,
In a spirit world.
This
girl
whole-.some-

fresh-face-

of a young woman, who wrote
to Police Commissioner Waldo that
while on a shopping tour recently she
had been insulted while resting in the
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HIS DAUGHTER DECLARES.

SPIRIT-LAN-
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comfort and trust.
"He came again, often, and told me
many things about his last hours and
his present existence, some or which
are hard to repeat."
And then Mfss Stead described the
Titanic disaster, as related by a
tint from beyond his watery grave,
"Father said that he was in his
state room, when he was startled by
ia sudden shock and an outcry and u
'scurrying of feet. He rushed out to
the deck and found a scene of confu
sion, which turned to terror as the
vessel started to sink and the life
boats were launched.
"I asked him whether he was frightened, and he said. 'No. Fear is for
unbelievers. My faith kept me calm.'
"Finally he started down Into the
cabin. Then came a sudden blow on
the head, and he passed at once to
the spirit land."
"Why, of all the victims has your
father alone come back?"
"I do not grant mat!" she answered
quickly.
"Many of times souls may
have sent back messages. Many more
may have tried to reach the consciousness of relatives and friends, and

uw

Nov.
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a salesgirl m
Dm waiting room on a Sixth-avenudepartment store. Daniel Sager, was
sentenced to Mil days in the workhouse
by Magistrate House,
of leu other young men arrest- by detectives at the same time on
a charge of liirtins were sentenced to

'

Mil
days each
be
oners w

lug the night
$0iMI bonds.
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PRIVATE TEXT BOOK FOR WOMEN
....
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of
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the
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plaint with which you may he affif't-je- ed, is offered free of cost to any woman who w ill write for it to the I.ydia
The other eight pris-- ' E. Pinkhain .Medicine to. ol i,yim.
tried laier. after spend Mass. Your letter will be treated as
in jail in default of strictly private, and the book mail
in a nlaiu wrapping. Every ailing wo-- i
resulted from the com- - man should send tor this book today
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Rooming House, completely furnished, good lo
cation, 18 rooms, win pay juu per month. Price $6,000.00
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
12.00
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per

FOR RENT

month

per month
Five-roo-

Good location. Rent
35,00

Modern Dwelling,

good location. Rent

per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property

4

30.00

.

Modern Dwelling.

30.00

Insurance and Surety Bonds.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
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tortion in connection with Democratic
campaign contributions, will make no
bargain with District Attorney Whit-- :
man relative to disclosing the alleged
methods by which up state contrac- tors were coerced into making cam-- j
puign contributions. Today, In face of
rumors that he was to make a full
.statement to .Mr. Whitman, Fowler
retained Martin W. Littleton, as counsel and began preparations to stand
trial, lie was arraigned today, pVe.nded not guilty, and was released ou
1'.
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your money.
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Schilling's Best.
If you like coffee you will like

$5000 bail.

THIS WEEK'S
MEN'S AND BOYS'

I

VE

READY-TO-WEA-

Blue Serge for Men,

210 .SAN FRANCISCO

ST.,

PHONE

Rooms an

PHONE

HARDWARE

S

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

COMPANY.
PHONE

WK HAVE IT,"

uy For Cash

1

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
and
a

.Give us

let us show you. Guaranteed
trial
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

STATES

BANK

8

See "TOWNSEND,"
The Real Estate Man.

BLUE OUTLOOK
Chicago,

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
JI...I. .M.II.IHIIII.I.ItlI..IM.IlMllllllllllMIIIMIIIHMIIIMII..llll,llllllMlMM

..I

Your Patronage Solicited

BEET

IN

SUGAR INDUSTRY.
Til., Nov. 17. The annual

meeting of beet sugar manufacturers,
was held here today and new officers
elected for. 1914.
Next year's crop will be the last to
be marketed, it was said, as beet sugar will be unable to compete with
cane sugar after!916.
One hundred millions invested
iu
beet sugar factories, according to one
delegate, will be forced to find new
employment within a year.
Factories In Minnesota, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Kansas, Colorado,
Montana, Nevada, Utah, California and
Arizona are represented.

nilll(lltlllMHMIItIIIIMIIIItlllItllllIIIIIIIIMUIIllltllltHIIIHIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIMIIIIlltllllllllMlllllllir

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

President.
J. B. LAMV,

Coffee

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
t.

Every can of Schilling's
Best is sold on approval.

HAND-PAINTE- D

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

Fully satisfied

CHINA

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone-Stei- ns,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

Not quite

STREET.

f

?

40c.

Moneyback.

That's safe with such
-

coffee.
In Mb,

SAN FRANCISCO

Winston Churchill's naval history
Iwas endorsed in a resolution intro-.- '
:duoed liv Senatnr Tlmmna
Hanking committee continued work
on administrnt ion cnrrpnnv lull
Adjourned at 1:36 d. ni. until noon
;Thursdav.
House.

Met at noon.
Progressive Leader Murdock introt
duced his party's
hills.
Adjourned at. 12:11) without, transactIng any business, until noon Thursday
anti-trus-

DOLLARS
WILL
HANDLE
MOST UGLY SITUATION IN
ANY OF THE ABOVE BARGAINS.
CALUMET STRIKE REGION.
Many cottages, well furnished
and
some unfurnished on my list for rent.
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 17. In a pistol

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

UNITED

14

ma-

and

21--

tight cans; cleanly

lb. aro-

I

Senate.

Met at noon.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
Rooms 8

fight between copper mine strikers
and deputies and Quincy mine today,
narry earner, a ueputy sheriff was
shot through the abdomen. Two strikers suffered flesh wounds.
The fight started when a parade of
strikers on their way to Hancock met
men going to work. The parade stopped and the deputies stationed along the route ordered the
strikers to move on. They refused. A
shot was fired from the strikers' ranks
which struck Barker. He returned
the fire, a bullet Striking John Trocia,
who is alleged to have fired the first
shot. A general fight ensued in which
eight shots were fired, one slightly
wounding another striker.
The trouble was anticipated
by
Sheriff Cruz last night because of
word which had reached his office that
attempts wouid be made to slop work
at Quincy. The situation there and on
the south range was describea as
"ugly."

St. Phone
SANTA FE, N. M.

223 San Francisco
j

IN

eight-hou-

MANAGER,
N

M.

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

- PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES.

TWO

AD

FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE,

310 San Francisco St.

saHENRY KRICK- eDISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUD WEISER IN BOTTLES

H. S. KAUNE

& CO.

Where

the

Quality

Governs

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Aent for JHanitou Sprinf Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Mex.

Price

and Price the Quality

E2BBjanHajsVHaSBaEt
n
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CAKES AND

REDUCED RATE

CRACKERS

FOR NEW MEXICO

10

TO ALBUQUERQUE

EDUCATIONAL

Our cracker counter Is an InThe large
teresting
place.
variety of crackers and wafers
we carry would astonish most
anybody. What is so nice as
a box of dainty, delicious wafers? Some kind of a cracker
should be on the table at every
meal should be in every lunch
box. And the very kind you
should have are here.
They
have the quality that always sat-

ASSOCIATION

To Be Held Nov.
ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

H

23-2-

6.

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Attend! this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.

isfies.

ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

15
$4.
TTrickets

"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"

LAWRENCE MILLS.
Lawrence, Mass., Nov. 17. The CHASE &
union employes in the textile mills in

the city went on strike today in per-suance or tlieir vote yesterday. The
strikers, who number about 450 de-- J
mand an
day.
Should the strike be continued. It is
believed the mills, employing 35,000
operators would be forced to shut
down, owing to the laws which pro
hibits the operation of manufacturing
establishments, without licensed

the

THE STAR BARN

206 W

non-unio-

STRIKE STARTS

NOW is

and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Te,
IF ITS REAL ESTATE,! HA V WARD HAS IT.

M

we

J.

5

Bath.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800.
time to investigate the above.

OPPORTUNITV

orchard, newly
a bargain at... 1,400
garden, fruit, cellar, barn
in good shape
1,600
modern, large arounds.
fruit, garden and all outhouses 2,600
new
brick,
strictly
3,500
modern, a real snap
new and modern, best
2,000
neighborhood
well located, splendid
a
2,400
big chance
grounds,
2 splendidly
located, modern
houses, large grounds, close in 8,000
..And many others. TAKE SPECIAL
NOTICE THAT A FEW HUNDRED

i

Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Palace Avenue.

-

pebble-dashe-

1.95 worth $18.

$1

OUR WINDOWS.

Modem Cottage of

TURNS

THEDAVIN CONGRESS

R

INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND RJrST COMEVT.

T"

To
MKZ?RVSMT

SPECALS

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
WATCH

I

CO.!

GOODS

meeting.

FROM uo. dfe SILL
500D STUF-

WOOD-DAVI-

LAWYER ASKS
NO FAVORS OF STATE.

New York, N. V., Nov. J7

j

ulljiiif

J17BUY

AFfORP

MRS.W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave.

"iiy fn nivrrelflied to

All Wool

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
vicinity.
bodies are still unidentified.
CONTAIN MERCURY
Frank Chavez, local letter carrier,
ias mercury will surely destroy the
Lost is Found.
has just returned from a three week's
Buffalo, N. Y. .Nov. 17.- -A
member !e,1He ,f,SmH1 a,,1 completely derange
visit through the. east. He visited Chile
sysm when entering it
cago, Boston, New York and remained of the Wyoming Steamship company,! tb "f?h
"
,cW Such
for a week with relatives in Brook- owners of the steamer doming, re-- j
S
art,C,"S
be
PSCT"
'!,W
lyn. He ran up against the storm rag- ported lost, today said their vessel
Fing in the east, and says "Santa Fe was safe at Lily Pond, Lake Superior. ciane. as the
damage they will do is
for mine" in preference to any place
ANT
!ten fold to the good you can possibly
on earth.
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh:
H. F. Robinson, superintendent of FORD CAR
jCure, manufactured by F. ,1. Cheney
TUR LE: TWO ARE
irrigation in the Indian service fori
!& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Xew Mexico, northern Arizona and
is 1aken in,,rim,,y acting directly
OUT!aml
THROWN
with
at
southern
I'tah,
headquarters
upon the blood and mucous surfaces j
Albuquerque, left this morning for
iof the system.
In buving
Hall's I.
Ford carjCaarrIl Cnre bp gure yo
Losing control of their
Shiprock, on the Navajo reservation,
Ret ,he
to oversee work on the completion of when it struck some obstruction in the iBm,ino
taken i .,.,,
a
ditch being built there to ir-- road, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Smith of ma(ie jn Toledo, Ohio, bv o t
rigate 4,000 acres on the mesa near .Morristown, .Minn were thrown out p. cn T(.Bin..,nai two
Shiprock. It Is expected that the ditch us their machine turned turtle, yester-- 1
Snlll 1)V (ln,peisfs. "prirp 'oc per
will be completed in time for this sea- uii.v iiiienuiou. noin sutler from BlincK hnttle
Inn 110 serious bruises.
son's irrigation.
Takfi tTMll'c Fmnilv Pitta Mr rnnslt.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were picked up jpatlon.
occupants of a Haynes car, six
DAY by
miles from the city on the Albuquerque road, and were brought to Santa
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
Did you ever dream of that little Fe. They were taken to St. Vincent
snug home of your own?
sanitarium, where they are resting
Times are hard and many real bar easy this afternoon. The reports of WINDOWS, DOORS
DO YOU THINK FOR A MINUTE WE COULD AFFORD TO LET ANYbreaking bones were denied today at
BODY GO AWAY FROM OUR HARDWARE STORE DISSATISFIED, OR gains can now be had.
Note some of them below and see the sanitarium.
WITH ANYTHING TO KICK ABOUT?
AND MOULDING
WE WANT PEOPLE TO COME which one suits
your purse:
BACK AGAIN WE WANT CUSTOMERS FOR LIFE, AND WE CAN'T AF3 acres alfalfa,
modern,
FORD TO MISREPRESENT THINGS OR DISAPPOINT OUR PATRONS.
well, gas engine, completely
IF YOU HAVE A KICK AT ANYTHING YOU BOUGHT FROM US, LET US
furnished
$3,500 j
KNOW IT. WE ARE HERE TO STAY AND WANT TO MAKE GOOD.
small

WE A
J AT

MILLINERY

IliEL SELIGMi M

-

&

IN ALL

com-;,,,-

asso-Um-

dware

REDUCTION

CoflW

L.l

j

BIG

under the same indictment.
her husband. They are alleged to
have stloen gowns from Mrs. Grace,
wife of Captain Grace, amounting to
upwards of $r,nu in value, the theft
having been committed when the of
ficers were stationed at Fort .Mac- kenzie, Sheridan, Vyo.

;

U

BUY ROOFING

ARMY OFFICER IS
CHARGED WITH THEFT,
Chey
ie, Wye, Xov. .1". Captain
los. I.. Wicr, r. S. A., was arrested
upon arrival here today from Texas
City upon a warrant charging him
with thel'l. W'ier came here as a witness in behalf of his wife, who is
tried in the federal district court

SANBORN'S COFFEE

on

PRIMROSE BUTTER

Sale Nov.

21

to 25,

r

II. S. KAUNE
Where Prices
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Return Limit, December 2.

.S.LUTZ.Agt.A.T.&S. F.R.R.
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YOUR MONEY, YOUR SECURITIES
AND OTHER VALUABLES

forty-thre-

Mexico.

Our SAFETY DEPOSIT boxes In a first class vault equipment, furnish
secure place for your securities at a low yearly rental.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
of our friends, but we all have done a sertion of the riglit or tne May counij
lot of really useless giving, and have) officials to run that county without
given when mere was more 01 rauiuunencrraix uum wr Dime mm on
tack upon the governor and the state
in it than pleasure.
But the theory of the giving of use officials. Unfortunately for the Eddy
cerful tilings is the meat of the Spug county officials the law places
officials
and
Btale
the
with
tain
duties
out
that
follow
we
if
and
movement
we will feel better ourselves anu we does not permit the affairs of Eddy
will give more of pleasure to the ones j county to be run by the Eddy county
who are the recipients of our gifts. It officials regardless of the people of
is not merely to give, you know, but Eddy county. It might have been
let those to whom you give feel that much better had the Eddy county offwhat, you do is because you want to icials refrained from rushing before
exdo it, and not because you have to. It the public with an attack when an
planation seems to be demanded.
is a pretty good thing to be a Spug.
Roswell Record.
Enforce the Rule.

SHARE

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

NO GOOD IN IT

Just why anyone should have thought at an extra session ot the present
to understand.
incompetent legislature it is almost impossible
Whir ;,tivn.ie should think for a moment that there would he anything
different done llian was done at the two preceding sessions. we are unable
to imagine.
The membership is the same, the same bosses would be on the scene.
i,nd Ihe siime contemptible slavery to dictation would be manifest that was
seen when Ihe law makers were here before.
There is absolutely nothing to hope for in the way of a change in the
methods and the things done until we get a new and more patriotic set of
men to act, free from the orders of hose who have so long been the dictators of the polilics and Ihe legislation of the slate of Xew .Mexico.
would only add lo the already heavy burden of the
A special session
tax payers and accomplish naught of value.
lawTwice has Hie same body of men been here in the capacity of
makers and the record they made gives no hope of anything as long as the
same men are in the saddle.
The plight we find ourselves in at the present limn as far as the taxation question is concerned, is due alone to the inactivity of the men who had
it in their power to act. and who refused, but wasted the time of the session
and gave Ihe people practically nothing of real value to the commonwealth.
Some of the journals of Ihe state are now rinding fault with the members of the slate hoard of equalization, but the blame is not there.
Some of them are throwing javelins at Covernor JlcDonald as a member
of that board, but when they do so. they forget ihe efforts he made when
the legislature was in session lo get something done that would relieve
the situation and give to the people something really practical and effective
in the manner or assessing the property of the state and levying the taxes.
It might have been done then, and the present trouble would have been
avoided, but it was not done, and nothing could be expected from the assembling of the same bodies of men again.
The only hope of the people of Ihis slate is to see to it that at Ihe
next election, men are chosen who are not wearing the collar of the bosses
and who have some regard for the right and the interests of the people at
large.
nJ
We have had a severe lesson and il is to be hoped that we will profit by it,
we
suffer.
must
in
Ihe meantime,
though,

When you deposit your funds with this bank, either in a checking account
or invest them according to the TIME DEPOSIT plan, you are assured of
their complete protection.
This bank is under the strict supervision of the United States Government
and its Capital, surplus, net profits and stockholders' liability amounts to
over $400,000.00. Furthermore, this institution has conducted a successful
e
business for a period of
years, being the oldest bank in New

Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

H

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

17,

JYK.

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
mall
ill,
Dally, six months, ay mall
Weekly, par yaar
aar vear.
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President

Bronson M. Cutting:

Charles M. Stanffer
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Santa Fe New Mexican
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MONDAY,

rule to be effective must, be enforced. One unenforced Is worse
WHO PAID FARE
than no rule at all. At the Elks opera MAN
house Saturday night we were to see
the operation of a new rule whereby
ONE OF THREE THINGS
the patrons of the play were not to
be disturbed by the late comers, and
no one was to be seated who came in
after the curtain had risen. The an THE OLD FREE PASS SNAKE STICKS UP
nouncement of this new plan had one
WAS AN INSIDIOUS
ITS
IT
good effect and that was to bring the
BRIBERY--ACLASSES
FORM
OF
earlier
an
rX"
people to the theater at
"RAMP
hour than they have been wont to
INVOLVED.
come, and when the curtain went up
"And so, after inviting your friends
the audience was about all there. That
lo a game dinner, you were not served
Ky HERBERT QUICK.
looked to be a good beginning. Then
with any part of the bird?'
the curtain went up. The" play got a Author of "On Board the Good Ship
"Oh, yes, f got the bill."
nice start and as usual there werej Earth," Etc., Editor of Farm and
Fireside.)
stragglers. They came in as they had
always come In and were given seats (Copyright, Till 3, by the Newspaper
BYSTANDER
THE
AC
as they had always been given them,
Enterprise Association).
and those who were there were put to
A few years ago the man who paid
SEES IT.
the usual disturbance that they have his fare on a railway train was one of
three things: He was an obscure in
always been put to.
Here was where the mistake lay. dividual without any business or poli
It Can't Be Done.
tical influence, he was a poor man. or
How many writers have taken up
the subject of the expenses of living! any. The result of the manner in he was a fool.
All others could and did get passes
and have shown hv figures just what which the rule, was overridden on Sat- can be done, and on paper like the urday night will be that we will beand ride upon them on all railways,
railroads that we have seen on paper, back in the old rut again and those! old travelers well remember when
'
they look fine and real and as if we who have been accustomed lo come two out of every three occupants of
could just see how it would all work late will do so next time as they will Pullman seats rode free. But in the
realize that it does not make any dif- emigrant cars, the day coaches and
out and how nice it would be.
Some way though, the living expens- I'erence, and they will be seated just the smokers the hoi polloi paid fare.
as they always have been, It is a They always belonged to the excepted
es, like Ihe paper railroads, seem to
THE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
strange thing that when a i ule has classes.
The stale teachers' association is soon lo meet in annual session in the vuniuh inln thin nir wlimi thpv mine bpeu ,nadp tbllt s a
f"d "e Then came legislation forbidding
into the real light of trial and practic-- !
odon,'
city of Albuipiertiue.
ui aw iiib pat- passes. The railways really ravorea
I saw the other day where a juiui is lor llie ueut-Uability.
SeveraFof
ihe
Ihe
of
year.
It is one of the big and Important meetings
who had just won her degree of rons of the house, there still remain the law.
They had wearied of the
cities of the slate are trying to secure the meeting for the year 1914 and the lady
who insist on the violation of enormous ,11st of annual
and trip
in
of
("alitor-- those
out
doctor
philosophy,
annual
of
this
meeting
Duke City will make an effort to get ihe establishment
it all figured out how a man it, and it will continue this way until
had
nia,
at that place as a permanency.
and woman could get married and the rule is enforced and the stragglers
From a financial standpoint alone the meeting of the teachers is of very have three children and live with real are made to understand that it is
businesB.
great benefit and the merchants of Albuquerque will testify to Ihis fact, comfort on $100 per month.
The comments made last Saturday
but there is more than (hat to it, as everyone will freely admit.
The doctor of philosophy who puts
When the association met here before there were not the facilities for out Ihis idea has got to show me.
night by those who were in their
entertaining that we have now and Ihe hoiel advantages were lacking, and have studied her figures and they real-I- seats and ready for the play and who
this was one reason why a change was made and ihe Ancient City has not
look tiond as thev trlve to the t'am- - wanted to see it, were rather caustic
iiv- hen the late coiners began to file in
been in the running since.
of five ll thP little rhinos that we
Tile teachers could he comfortably housed and are wont to exne. t in life and then in an(i take ,heil' seats without any Ob
.Vow it is different.
ion on the part of those in charge.
a
eared for as was proven when the Masons met here a few weeks ago,
addition, she has the family lay by $15 fleet us
Let
enforce the rule or not have
this ought to be shown and an invitation extended. There is much lo ; a montu
Had here and without doubt we could have an equal chance with the olher- To mPi it looks as the cartoonist Rn'' ,f enforced, theuna patrons will
in ess anu tne
,,
jirilies nf Hit slate to bid for Ihis meeting if it he understood that we can ac"tf PHnt i,e ,niie " Yet she soon learn that it is
commodate the teachers as well as they could be accommodated elsewhere, give8 the f,gul.PS tor jt and they look hahit of late coming will be overcome.
If this matter is considered of sufficient Importance to the citizens ot (easible enough to the reader. She
AMONG THE EDITORS.!
Santa Fe, then it should be taken up at once and an earnest campaign benai! us Pat on $;m, and clothe the
HERBERT QUICK.
in the interest of a movement to get the teachers to come to this cityjjiy on fM. That clothing looks all
tor their next year's meeting.
know, but I do not
Better Go Back.
right as far as
And for some years now we
passes.
The man who declares that he common citizens have felt easy in our
We should give them a cordial and a hearty invitation and it should be think the doctor is quite right on the
tendered at the meeting this month in Albuuuei ijue by some one authorized menu. The cost of living begins to never forgives or forgets sliould wrap minds when we have noted the "better
lo do so by some official body in this city.
jloom up at this stage of the computa- - his blanket about him and go back to classes" paying fare with us.
it is that which makes the his tribe.
Raton Range. .
Small shippers have rested easy in
This is one of the associations which we really want to come here for jtlon and
"- In Sackcloth.
and there is not the j'si
laimiy u. me .uUR
the belief that their competitors were
its meeting The teachers take care of themselves
or
.
cents.
let
A
uurtv
two,
Cotton bagging being on the free not getting passes for themselves or
iano at ths iirivaio
laniliy
trouble that is sometimes found in ,,.i
alone a family of five, are having list those exposed to the working oftheir
homes for the members of the association.
traveling men as" freight rebates.
in
of
their
hands
the
this age
full
the Income lax could economize by voters have felt that their deleeates
In every way this meeting of the teachers is a benefit to the city where world in
one
making the ends meet at
clothing themselves in sackcloth and.to political conventions were not car- the association assembles. We want them in our city and it behooves us to hundred plunks per month. A
asheB. Kock island I rlbune.
rie(1 on passes to nominate candidates
get busy on the proposition of the extending of an invitation to them to
ago this schedule of the doctor
What's The Dip?
by the givers themselves.
"suggested"
meet here ill 1!H4.
would have been about right and we
Many valuable pearls are said to utigants have no longer suspected
would all admit that it could be done, have been faked In Paris.
What's that- Hip liiHirpn innv hnvn enmp tn thp
but with all the things we eat soar-tndifference, so long as Americans !,rlal on passes furnished by the other
1)a)The people have
Another vice commission this one at firand Rapids has taken pains i"K up iiuo uie aiuiuue, mm nuimieu jwill
nign prices tor them
sj,je cf tne case.
mr springer Stockman.
to report that low wages aren't responsible for prostitution: that mostly uunea incus nne me iiu
felt that their city councils, mayors
sun.
dis-w
w
as
Win
si"
Won't
interviewed
women
it
ingiime
holly
and other public officers have no longihe first misstep of the unfortunate
Respect,
No. doctor, it can't be done on one
to man's
The department of agriculture's er been bribed by passes.
connected with the problem of wages: was due to
is
farmper.
crow
the
statement
(hundred
that the
It has been a fine thing to feel. For
perfidy.
The Spugs.
We all know it. Of course,!
er's friend is not calculated to make the pass was the most insidious form
Yes, Yes, of course; nobody disputes that.
I
a
remember
about
ago
year
of bribery. It bribed business men,
thejtne farmers have any increased
poverty doesn't make folks bad and wealth make them good among the! S. P. U. G.
movement came into life iSpect for the experts of the depart- are some of the finest characters and among the wealthy some of
politicians, public officers and the en- we
featured
it
land
uervo Clipper.
quite extensively ment.tire class of people receiving passes
the worst
I
in
this
did
not
realize
paper.
quite
Some Wood.
To re assert such undisputed platitudes is to miss or try to befog the
against a common good and in the
reaIhow
was
a
,1,pn
i101116'1'
D's
"Some wood," says the
terest of the people who gave the
point at issue
Hei e s'lhe point which societv has got to think about, which it can't ly going to be and how it would take auditor in his report on San Miguel passes.
of
the gift givers of the country. county, referring to certain bills for
.bold
But the old snake sticks Its head up
escapeI notice now that it is alive and ac- wi'.e.,
mei wmou ne disapproves, we snoma
wnman alone and undefended, has to work long hours
vm,
ce in a while and causes us to
i..i. ... ,...,t,'t..na rnn
- pmihlp her to- eke out an five miu mat a goou many 01 uiuseitnink it would be more in accord witn (wonder if it Is not merely scotched, not
nrcplv
b" " tvhicli
i.iiuri initio,
luimiiiuii.i twt i' wna
""Mine loriy plane or tins investigation ;kuied. If the snake is killed, why
existence: when the greed of business has worn her power ot resistance
down and vice comes along with alluring promises, including live times taking hold of the movement from the for the gentleman to have said: "This lvere two raaway companies and five
w.m..ui.
appears 10 oe a sugnuy excessive
finedas much pav as "honest" industry will give, and, succumbing to tne cruel
a thousand
active agents in trying to make the t quantity." Johnson Jabs, Albuquer- - ;great corporations
temptations, she fails aud joins the pitiable army ot the outcasts at whom!
jdollars each at Denver the other day
caneo.
ar
reauy
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'
most
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Herald.
is
who
to
blame
aiqUe
;for giving and receiving passes? The
society hurls its most relentless scorn,
Darn Foolishness.
ui.ie.. ior ins picvenuuu ui
The poor unfortunate, weakened by want; or the rich employer who
Ipractice must hp springing up again,
U8eless
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there
,
fact
and
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"It
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always
exchange says:
takes profits ai such a cost?
jIt mu8t. for where one ca8e is found
18
use
the
Christmas
It,
newsto
see
denying
a
jed like darn foolishness
It won't do for smug ministers and settlement workers having an eye
i0t, therewillmust be many undiscovered,
to their sources of income to try to erase the low wage factor in their business is getting to be, or has al- paper have two columns advising peo-- j
not do. We have had
Fme8
'
ot a Hair lenough of this. If the law does not
mai ple lo traae at nome
sonorous reports to the public.
irrauy
a
J
and
the
and
pleasure
long planning
dozen ads from the merchants.'
now permit prison sentences for this
The public is wise.
me wuiiueims wuai 10 ive. ami uie ; lt is "darn foolishness" on the part 8ort of treason
to the public weal, it
It is under no compulsion to protect the whited sepulchres.
over
over
in
the
mind
and
mulling
!ot the home merchant to think that he hn..M
And if i Hnn. nrmlt mih
can
one
be done for this
and can get along without advertising. punishment, it should be
We cannot see the value in the suggestion that Mexico be cut in two.jwl'at
imposed.
Two Mexicos would be altogether too many. One seems to be all the natious j that one. gets on the nerves so that And it's rank foolishness for him tojThe fine should be abolished. There
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it used to be. think that
the
of
when
day
days
Just
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to
world
do
what
going
be
know
with.
for
the
of
the guilty but
people
nothing
tojshould
finally comes there is no pleasure in trade with him anyhow. It was ad-- , the jail. Judged by its effect on the
n
one is worn out with preceding vertising (hat has gained the home
A Baltimore man is going to marry a woman without seeing her. Both it, and
country's welfare, burglary is a small
labor which is attendant on the day. merchant's greatest competitor, the 'offense
compared with the violation of
parties to this match are taking long chances, It would be fun to see them So the
s
Spugs are bound to become prnpt mail nrifor pniiNimR thpir nnnn. the
law.
when they meet.
popular with the people at' large as larity. Advertising certainly pays.
0
The corporation is not guilty. It
cannot be guilty of anything.
Man
We used to think that life was held cheaply in Kentucky. It cannot be the intentions of the society become House Xews.
alone can become guilty:
and the
said so any more. A murderer was convicted on his second trial and was better understood.
Explanation Better.
uselt
means
to
do
with
only
away
we
Elsewhere in this issue
publish guilt of men is not atoned for when
fined one cent and costs.
less giving. It does not mean to do a letter from the commissioners or a corporation's money pays a fine.
0
all
with
for
that
would
giving,
A woman in Chicago is suing for a divorce because her husband spent away
Eddy county trying to justify the con The man who takes or gives out the
take the pleasure out of Christ- - dition of the accounts in that county. pass is guilty and should suffer with
$200 for drinks in a single night. He must have been giving the town a really
we
do love to give to many The letter mainly seems to be an
malefactors,
treat. Evidently no one else spent anything that night in his neighborhood mas, as
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
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MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
Has Engaged

PARLORS,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

a Great Expense,

MARCUS CATTON,
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CATTON,
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lors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
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European Plan.

Prom

Electric Lights and Baths.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

i

Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
M the north bound train and arrives at
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
Taos at 7 p. m.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, 1
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacxs ana ioo
liiiMi:
i
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men o take In

i

The Busy Bee
Advertising is the bee that
puts the "buzz" in business.
Newspaper advertising is the
best and most productive form
it
because
of advertising
reaches the people at the time
they are ready to act on the impulse.
advertisement
A newspaper
suggests something near at
hand not far away.
It carries with it an unwritten "Do It Now" message.
And the advertisement
that
brings the "I WILL" into the
mind of the advertiser is the
advertisement that pays.
Local merchants have long
counted the newspapers as their
best help to success and manufacturers are now seeing the
light, as never before.
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WOODY

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection. Steam Heat,

fir--

fam-mad- e

Prop'r

the surrounding towns. Wire Embudt
station.

MAYES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident1
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc'

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc

AOULANCE SERVICE
A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

Bonds

Surety

All Kinds.

Of

Telephone

M

LAUGHUN

W., Room 24
BUILDING,

-
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ESTATE
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Espanola Livery Barn
LEESE

& LOFTUS, PROPS.

Good Teams,

Drivers

Rigs and

at all times at

live and let live prices.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwelling.
SATISFACTION

phone Livery. :

GUARANTEED.

: :

Espanola,

N.

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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ihealed with the result that she strain-- '
:ed the wound and had to go back to;
bed. .Mrs. Hslen Long and other friends j
are looking after the invalid, who has
jthe sympathy of her friends in this!
Hillsboro Freej
painful accident.
Press.
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"I am an old

ami many of my troubles
never happened." -- ELBERT HUBBARD
man

liter which Young

was taken

WANTS

hiiiiji

The poison, it is reported,
spread to oilier organs.

white hair and wrinkled faces of our busy men and women tell
or age. Worry plays
THE doubt, fear and anxiety more than disease
with the nervous system so that digestion is ruined and sleep
banished. What oil is to the friction of the delicate parts of an engine
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Modern cottage.

MASONIC.
Fancy Kicking.
Ft
ItKNT Furnished Rooms. Mrs.
Montezuma Lodge F. R.lit
returning from the Davis
Stevenson, Ddgado Street.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
party Sunday morning, Louie Tanner
and Miss Alice Kress had an interestRegular communl
WANTKD A second hand organ;
cation flrit Monday
ing time with their team, which took a
is to the delicate organs of the body. It'8 a tonic and body builder because it
of each month at slate tin tin-- condition iui'1 lowest cash
notion to run away. The team started
stimulates the liver to vigorous action, assists the stomach to assimilate food thus
Masonic Hall at price. Address, !o )j. City.
jumping and kicking while turning the
enriching the blood, and the nerves and heart in turn are fed on pure rich biood.
7: SO.
For
of
nerves
food."
starved
corner of the Van Druggen store, and
the
for
"is
"Golden
cry
forty years
Neuralgia
FOR HUNT Three or six room
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
Medical Discovery" in liquid form has given great satisfaction as a tonic and
kept up the fancy work for two blocks
blood maker.
CHAS. B. LINNEY, Secretary.
Aphouse, furnished or unfurnished.
As they
to a light buggy,
Now it can be obtained in tablet form from dealers in medicine
ply I). S. I.owitzki, 22t! San Francisco.
the occupants
every kick brought
SantR Fe Chapter No
or send 50
stamps for trial box. Write R. Y.Pierct.Iiuffalo.
nearer to a complete wreck. Louie
FOH I11CXT Furnished house, five
1. R. A. M.
Regular
finally got thein under control in front
convocation
second rooms, modern, sunny and convenient,
of the Paulson building, but by thai
DR. PIEKCE'S PUEASANT PELLETS
Relieve eoni;:p,i?lon, regulate the liver,
Monday of each month bargain. Call 2IM A sua Fria Street.
time Hie buggy was pretty well kicked
anfl hovel. Raft? to tafe-- as candy.
at Masonic Hall at
A rescue party from the
to pieces.
WA.NTKD For a single man. room,
7:30 p. m.
Tanner farm came into town after
with or without hoard; in suburbs or
i. A. MASSIE.
led
horses
and
home,
the
jthem,
lie,Pi as pl()ll(ls of sln()ke from a hUlx. offices and buildings at that thriving ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
State terms.
H. P. on innch near Santa Fe.
Neither one was hurt. Maxwell Mail. ing pil of ,)apel. ,
,
basmmil nlll,(i little station are turning on the juice
A. 11.. this otlice.
Secretary.
the structure.
at their pleasure. The office building
Would Be There Yet.
Persons on the sidewalk, fi'aiitig the at Spalding occupied by Oeneral Man-enNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fe Coniniandery
They are telling a story on Or. F. women might jump, shouted
ager K. H. Hiekford ami Colonization
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Regular Department of the Interior,
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United States Land Oflice.
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beard by The Optic,
HiiMuann,
little town as everything is kept spick
brought them
claimant has filed no-p. m.
The. tire was confined to that pos and span from cook room to corral,
while
hunting on one of the lakes
simWESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. U Mice of his intention to make final
t smell. Safe, clean,
side-of
tion
the basement under the
north of here last Sunday, fired at a
Visitors delight to view the great
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
proof in support of his claim under
itself.
nine hours on a single bunch of ducks. The
and did little damages.
gun hung fire.
sections 1 J and 17 of the act of .March
velopment going on there and see the
While the doctor was preparing; to rx
1S91 (L'ti Stats., 854), as amended
Santa Fo Lodge of Per- splendid products of the home ranch
font
gallon of oiL
amine the weapon to discover the
,ntt, nave tnis '''"' shown to a greater
fecllon No. 1, 14th de-- 'by the act of February 21, 18HI1 127
HOGS
SAYS
cause of its failure to act, the gun
gree. Ancient and Ac- Stats. 470 and that said proof will
was discharged. Dr. Huxmann wh
THEY WIN possibilities of this region.
BAILEV,
cepted Scottish Rite of be made before Juan C Sandoval, U.
was standing in a boat, was knocked
flr.'wporated n Colorado)
Free Masonry meets on S. f'omr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. !,
Mrs. Ida .May Jones of Denver, Colo..
into the water. He managed to reUbe third Monday of each
Pueblo
month at 191S, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
Albuquerque
Deming, N. M., Nov. 17. Dr. It. H. is visiting her brother Captain It, A.
Boise
Salt Lake City tain is grip on the gun and clumber Bailey,
7:30 o'clock In the evening In the New Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
Knowles.
of the Portales
Mgr.,
Valley
jlack Intc the boat, whHi was n a.ly Land and Loan Co., left Friday mornVisiting Scottish Rite; and and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N,
Frank Myer of Homlale has been Cathedral.
submerged. It Is said that a friendly ing for Tucson, after
invited to attend R 1 V N M. P. M.
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are
cordially
condia
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i
of
of
pea-examining
crop
marketing portion
other-iwiswind blew the boat ashore;
He names the following witnesses
E. C. ABBOTT, 32
tions in the Mimbres valley. Among nuts here this week. He will have a
the doctor would have been there
Venerable Master to prove his actual continuous: adverso
other things he said to the secretary ton of as fine peanuts as were ever
until now. Las Vegas Optic.
possession of said tract for twenty
of the chamber of commerce, " you grown anywhere and find a ready mar-- j UHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
years next preceding the survey of the
must raise your own hogs on alfalfa. ket at ten cents "o pound. Aside from
P. 0. E.
Diversion Dam Plans.
township, viz.:
Fatten them on canleloupes stock the nuts he will have at least ten tons
Santa Fe LodgeNo
Plans for the new diversion dam at beets, sweet potatoes and such root of pea straw that is almost eitial to
Reyes Luceio, Henrique Valdez, J.
P. O. E. j.I. Sala.nr, li. A. Mlera, all of Cuba,
460, B.
the headgate on the Vermejo river of crops and finish on feterita and maiae. alfalfa in feeding stock. Mr. Myer
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Its regular N. M.
where and he in turn brought the pos-- (1)e .jaxWell Irrigation Land company Yon can raise meat here at 4c a pound has been so well
pleased with his
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fourth against the allowance of said proof,
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that submitted by claimant.
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ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
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Philadelphia, Fenn., Nov. 17.
Santa Fe Lodg
sudden exception to the planing of
meets
regular!)
a large wooden pole in front of her
ihome, Mrs. Emma C. Bergdoll, widow rery Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
In
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
'ot a millionaire brewer, chased a gang
jof workmen from
her premises by ere always welcome.
pointing at them a revolver that seem
ed as big as a horse pistol.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
At least, the foreman of the gang so
described the weapon. The workers
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
stood not upon the order of their going, but fled rapidly to their fool

d

Recommended tor
Cold and ihc
Altectioni o(Ui:
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wagon.
Mrs. Bergdoll

on several occasions
has shown that she entertains
the
strictest notion of property rights, and
when workmen employed by a Philadelphia electric company descended
on her neighborhood the neighbors
waited for her to assume the offensive.
A hole
jNor were they disappointed.
jtwo feet deep was dug alongside the
sidewalk of Mrs. Bergdoll's house
when she pointed her weapon from
the open door.

'The Children's

Children"
are now using Foley's Honey

and Tar Compound and
it is

to-da-

y

the same safe

effective and curative med-

TAKES 25 RAW EGGS
AS AN ANTIDOTE

icine that their parents
found it For all coughs,

FOR

colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis, hoarseness and tickling in throat,
use it. It gives satisfactory results.

(GroAg-CONTAINS

The Caj Hal Pharmacy,

a

NO

Colds
OPIATES

Santa Fe.

N,

Jl.

EDWARD

P. DAVIES,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexlee
8

. Chat. H. Eailey
Chat, F. Eatley,
EASLEY A EA'iLEY,
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Practice In the Courtt asd befen
Land Department
Land granti and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. it., hranch Office, Esta
cla, N. If.
Q. W.

PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices In all the District Count
Lock Haven, Pa., Nov. 17. After and gives special attention to ct
before the State Supreme Court.
having swallowed a poison tablet In Office:
Laughlln Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
ignorance of its nature, William T.
Young, a mechanic, of Mill Hall, took
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
raw eggs here as an anti
twenty-fivDentist.
dote. The treatment was so long de
Over Spllx Jewelry Store ..
layed, though, that there seem little
Rooms :, 2 and I.
hope of his recovery.
named Phone Red 6.
Young and a companion
Office Hours 8 a. m, ti I f
Strawcutter were standing in front of
And by Appointment
a hotel when Strawcutter took three
tablets from his pocket and held them
It will not pay you to watte your
in his hand. Young thought they were
time
wrting out your legal forms
In
one
his
and
put
cough lozenges
mouth. Before his friend could warn when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
him he had swallowed it.
Young, after searching half an hour
In vain for a doctor, called M. C. Coffer, a druggist, who gave him the
a
twenty-fiveggs as fast as he could
remswallow them and other active
e

a

e

For quick results,
little "WANT."

For quick results,
little "WANT."

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE
To Effective

January 1st,

1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 weatbound and
No. 10 eattbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Ft 12:10 p.
m.

No. 3 carries pattengera to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific

Coatt points.

Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-

nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eattbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vecos Valley polntt.
Returning, arrive 8anta Fe 6:05 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 weetbeund carrying El Pato aleeper, alto No.
4 tattbound.

Returning, arrive 8anta Fe 1:36

P--

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eattbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1!:M
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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NOMINATIONS

TODAY
BY

weak- New York, Nov. 17
was
based
of
market
the
tjl:iy
lipss
i.
largely on the decline ot American
nations:
stocks abroad, followed by foreign
Register ot the land office. Sun selllnir here and by moderate offer- Dance, Wyo, Wm J. Wood of Wyom-- ; i Ings from professional trades ill this

Waphlngton, P. C. Nov.

17.

Prest-- j
nmi-

j

OFFICIAL.

WALL STREET.

THE PRESIDENT.

-

i

LET THE GOVERNOR

SET

US

THE

market.
declines among the
Substantial
Chief of ordinance, with rank of
EXAf
brigadier general, Brigadier General 'leading shares attracted buyers who
of
the
prices
William C'rossier.
believed
tendency
indicated that the reaction had
SO SAYS DISTRICT ATTORNEY CHAS.
run its course.
with
covering!
This buying, coupled
W. G. WARD OF SAN MSUEL
'ts eliminated losses.
UFSiNARY'
AN EXPLANATORY
IN
COUNTY,
i
D..n. km on m rp wherever mere
DISCHARGES;
;
eondi-over-solof
evidences
were
REGARDING
DELINQUENT
LETTER
RELIEVED IN j
jtions. Traders on the long side, how-- !
24 HOURS lever, failed to attract anythepowerful; TAXES IN HIS COUNTY.
upturn
speculative following after
3
Each Cup- had been achieved and business slack
sul,; bears IMIDY'J
.
!
the mmrtJ-Vlened steadily as prices rose. Ulti- ADMITS THAT MORE
Bicnre'if tiruntfrjtit j imately t!u list showed signs ot rei.it n
AI.l. tHiUHlilKTS J
ing heaviness. I5oiids were easy.
EFFECTIVE LAW IS NEEDED
'
atHit tilt

ing.

j

j

i

y

j

f F.

Governor McDonuld as a tax dodger
is suKKeated in a letter written to the
n.rernnp liv Charles W. G. Ward, dis
trict attorney of San Miguel county, a
copy of which has been sent to the
New Mexican and which is printed

ANDREWS

Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

I

EVERYTHING

herewith:
Las Vegas, X.

M., Nov. 15, 1913.
Hon. Win. C. McDonaud,
Governor of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Dear Sir:
I received a copy of the
report of
Howell Earnest regarding his activ
ities in San Miguel county. It was
Service
addressed to you and as it was unacTry Our
companied by any letter I am not certain whether it came from you or from
the auditor. I am accordingly sending
you a copy of my open letter to Mr.
Earnest. As the misleading and in
jurious statement is made with no
qualification, that San Miguel county
delinquent taxes amount during the
period covered to Three Hundred
Fifty-ninThousand, Six Hundred
and 34.1000 ($359,674.34)
Seventy-fou- r
Dollars, and as various newspapers
quote you as furnishing them with the
information, I think it only fair to the
MODERN AND
citizens of this county and to the tax
ALWAYS
payers of the state as well, that all
correspondence on the subject be
given to the press. Th'is county asLARGE LOBBY
suredly wants all the light possible
AND VERANDAS
thrown upon the tax situation. We
must have a more effective tax system
or we cannot collect all the taxes.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
do not believe there is any law that
SWINGS and ROCKERS
requires me to go to the enormous
Service and Cuisine
expenditure of time and outtrouble,
the Best in the City
that I have assumed in order to
lay
Ample facilities for large
enforce the lien of the state by indiuad small banquets.
vidual tax suits after the county officers have done their full duty in
the law.
But Iv such means only I collected
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
more than $50,000 in delinquent taxes
In Mora crunty, many thousands in
Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
BY THE WEEK
San Miguel county and I am not much
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
more than half through here after
' wt rk. It may impress you
year
somewhtt with the difficulty of the
work vl.er ' tell you that your own
in
property
somewhat extensive
Gtmdalupe county was duly offered for
sale for delinquency in the 1911 general suit, that no bidders appeared, that
the judgment expired and that I have
been compelled to bring individual
suits against, you and many others
down there. It is a rather striking ex
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ample ot the inadequacy of our tax1
laws that you have not, as far as
All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds io bulk and packaji
ALFaLFA SEED.
have been able to find, made any return whatsoever of your property in
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Guadalupe county for 1912. I have informed the treasurer that it Is his
duty to make a collectors assessment
against you and against others who
have failed in like manner. One of
Black
Phone
Phone Black
the chief difficulties we have to meet
45
is the contention of the small tax pay45
er that the rich, the powerful, the
owners of land and in some instances,
prominent officials are notoriously lax
in paying taxes.
You will, in my respectful opinion,
be conferring more real service upon
the tax payers of Xew Mexico by setting them a prompt and shining example in the matter of returning your
property and paying taxes thereon,
than by considering the erroneous and
M.
N.
SANTA FE,
PHONE 12
misleading information concerning the
tax conditions of this county furnished you by the traveling .auditor the
more especially as every step that can
be taken under the law has been taken
and will be taken to collect all tha
taxes actually due.
I have the honor to be,
Yours most respectfully,

THERE IS TO EAT!

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No.4

ANDREWS PhoneN(U

e

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

1

HOTEL

DE

WHOLESALE

VARGAS

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,

C. W. G. WARD.

STATE COLLEGE
WILL GlUE ft
FARMERS COURSE
State College, N. M Nov. 17 Five
short courses will be given to the
farmers and ranchers ot New Mexico
this winter by the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. It has
been decided to adopt the Colorado
plan in offering these courses, so far
as the number of instructors in the
institution permits, which is to give a
course along lines of special
local interest and value, in such counties as pledge an enrollment of one
hundred at the nominal fee of two dollars each for the whole course. With
its present appropriations the institution cannot spare Us instructors for
more than Ave weeks during the college year and it has therefore been
found necessary to limit the number
ot these county courses to 5 for this
year; and in order to determine which
counties shall get the course It has
been decided to offer 't to the five
counties in the state pledging the larg-- ,
set enrollment under the above terms,
with a minimum of one hundred. The
decision as to which counties shall be
selected will be made on January 1st,
1914. and the courses will be given
during January and February.
The large enrollment for a course
of this kind which is now being given
in the Mesilla valley has led the college to adopt this plan for , these
five-da-

Who are you?

Are you the chap who kick away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If eo. come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evry time and
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
"Hurry
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.
Mig-nard-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

MONDAY,

courses, and it is expected that with
the hearty co operation of the farm
ers ana ranchmen or me siaie uiey
will be of great value to the agricul-- i HEARING IN RATE
tural interests. The president of the
CASE STARTS
College, Dr. George K. I.add, lirges the
in
others
and
ranchmen
AT ROSWELL
formers,
every county of New Mexico to hold
meetings and make efforts to get one
This morning at ten o'clock before
oi' the five day short courses for their
Commissioner .ludson Clements of the
county.
Commerce Commission, at
The program for those courses will Interstate
startsimilar to the following but changes Roswell, the taking of testimony
case.
needs
Buit
rate
to
the
in
Pecos
ed
the
be
made
special
valley
may
and interests of each county:
This is one of the most important
Course A.
actions ever taken by the state, says
course
A
short
especially the Roswell News. It means $250,000
for men and boys.
each year to the Pecos valley alone, if
First Day.
through the efforts or the state cor
Farm10:00 a. m. Some Benefits of
poration commission and the valley
ers' Institutes.
rates are lowered and placed on
the
00 a. m. Soils
Physics and Man- the same basis as the freight rate in
agement.
and out of El Paso. It means thou1:30 p.m. The Dairy Cow How to sands and thousands of dollars to the
Improve the Herd.
state.
2:45 p.m. Crops and Tillage.
The members of the state corpora8:00 p m. Popular Lecture.
tion commission are here: Hugh H.
Second Day.
Williams, chairman; M. S. Groves and
10:00 a. m. The Silo, Knsilage and
O. L. Owen, with the expert rate clerk,
Crops for It.
B. P. Seggersou, and
stenographer,
Irin
11 :00 a. m.
The Duty of AVater
Also Judge
Mrs. Minnie Brumbac.
rigation.
S. H. Cowan, of Fort Worth, who is
:30 p. m. Vegetable Gardening.
attorney for the state corporation
2: 30 p. m
Hog Raising in New Mex- commission and the valley.
Carlsico.
bad is here strong to give testimony.
8:00 p. m. Popular Lecture.
The case of the corporation comThird Day.
mission includes 75,0(T0 discrimina
10:00 a. m. Farm Management.
The petition attacks the
and tory rates.
insects
11:00 a. ra. Injurious
rates including Denrailroad
freight
Them.
to
Control
How
AmaHllo on the east
north.
the
on
ver
:30 p. m. Animal Breeding.
'
on the south.
Paso
El
and
Prob2:30 p.m. The Grasshopper
commodiall
interstate
attacks
It
lem.
briefs prepared
3:30 p. m. Work of the Boys' and ties and rates. The
by Mr. Seggerson, petitions and all
Girls' Industrial Clubs.
the papers, are a picture of neatness
Fourth Day.
10:00 a. m. Elements of Plant Breed- and are excedingly comprehensive.
when
Mr. Williams, the chairman,
ing.
was free to talk
seen
laBt
night,
and
Problem
Alkali
11:00 a.m. The
about the case. "We are going to
Fertilizers.
stick for the El Paso rate," he said.
Babcock
1:30 p. m. The Use of the
"The state corporation commission has
Tester.
'been working slowly, but the people
2:45 p.m. Chemistry of Foods and
should know that they are accomplishFeed.
ing results. We did a great thing
8: 00 p. m. Popular Lecture.
when Mr. Cowan, myself and Mr.
Fifth Day.
went to Washington to see the
for Profit. Kemp
1(1:00 a. m.
Interstate Commerce Commission
00 a. m. Orchard Irrigation.
and got them to send a judge out here
:30 p. m. Pruning Demonstration-Cont- rol
to take testimony. As a rule the com
of Orchard PeBts.
mission only sends out an examiner.
8:00 p. m. Popular Lecture.
We wanted
did not want that.
We
Course D.
some one with more authority,
A two day Bhort course especially
"It is hardly possible that the Infor women and girls.
terstate Commerce Comnfission will
First Day.
give an opinion on the New Mexico
10:00 a. m. Lecture on Foods.
case before January or February, then
11 :00 a. m.
Discussion.
Deco it. would be some thirty days, prob1:30 p.m. Lecture on Home
ably, before they would order the re
ration.
ductions in effect, but when they are
m.
Discussion.
2:30 p.
the people of the Btate will see that
on
3:00 p.m. Lecture
Poultry.
their commission is getting some reSecond Day.
sults.
Service.
10 (10 a. m. Lecture on Table
1:30 p.m. Lecture on Textile Fab-

OFFICIAL.

h--

five-da-

1

LOCAL ITEMS.

1 1 :
1

:

Coffee

rics.

2:30 p. m.
3:00 p.m.

Discussion.
Lecture on Bees.

Tlie good tilings of life

Closed'.

Deer .Season
The deer season closed Saturday and
for the next ten and a half months,
this class of Wild game In New Mexico
will be protected.

are not so many tliat we
ean afford to waste any
witliin onr reach.

Water Application.
Water application No. 843 was filed
today in the state engineer's office by
Leon R. Meeka, of Artesia, who asks
for 0.85 second feet, of water from the
Pecos river for the irrigation of GO
acres in township 17 south, range 26
east.

Yon drink coffee

why

not Schilling's Best?
Don't stand in your own
way another day. It costs

-

FANCY WORK GOODS

MILLINER

Scottish Rite

Cathedral

tomorrow

-

thedral by Rt. Rev. Monsignor Four - ;"""" '""cnegu
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
OUR STOCK OF WINTER HATS
made
On account of the changes
IN THE VERY LATIS COMPLETE
ot equalization the
THE HUB N. SAL- by the stale board
EST BLOCKS.
tax rolls of Santa Fe county will not
MON.
be available for collection of taxes
where
you
seek
Hunt, search,
genon time, however the attorney
rubber
find
cannot
better
might, you
eral of New Mexico has given the
Rexall
The
at
Zook's,
goods than
opinion that it is incumbent upon each
Store,
individual tax payer to call at tne
a
be
will
Meet This Evening There
treasurer's office on or before De
of
regular meeting of Santa Fe Lodge
cember
1st, and express his willing1
and Aztlan Chapter
Perfection No.
to pay his taxes before he can
ness
Rose Croix at the Masonic Cathedral be relieved from the
penalty imposed
this evening at eight o'clock. Mem CELSO LOPEZ,
bers and visiting Scottish Rite Masons
Collector.
Tl.eagurer and
are urgea io ue presem
AT
COMFORTS AND BLANKETS
INDIGESTION, GAS OR
REDUCED PRICES. N. SALMON.
SICK, SOUR STOMACH.
will
be
W. C. T. U. Meeting There
C.
a regular social meeting of the W.
Time It! "Pape's Dfapepsln" makes
at
T TT nn Tuendav. November 18,
your upset, bloated stomach feel
3 p. m., at the residence of Mrs. Patfine in five minutes.

terson, 138 Hillside avenue. ,There
will be the musical and literary program, and all friends are invited.
If you suffer with cold feet, our
hot water bottles will prove a comfort
on cold nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
Rexall Store.
THE HOME OF HART, SCHAFF-NEAND MARX CLOTHES. THE
HUB

N. SALMON.

Says the
Many"
"Far be it from: us to
Roswell News:
rush in where angels fear to tread,
but we would like to suggest to the
"One War Too

esteemed Santa Fe.New Mexican that
we have had about enough of war this
year, with the Balkan, the Chinese,
and this latest Hew-et- t
and the Mexican
war 1b about one too many. The
New Mexican should take the professor's tobacco away from him, slap him
on the wrist, deport him to Colorado,
and let peace brood over the classic
ruins. In the interests of a suffering
public who have all they can do to
keen with Venus, and Werta and Em- me ine it isn't fair to persist in this
Hewett business.
Miss
Santa Fe's Representative
Lois Whittier will represent Santa Fe

WIIIIC
IIILLIU

(

"UphIIv does" ou. bad stomachs in

"really does" overcome indiges
ana
dyspepsia, gas, heartburn
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator In the
world. If what you eat ferments into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
fillfoul; tongue coated; your Insides
ed with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape's Diaper
sin" comes in contact with the stomach all such distress vanishes. It's
truly astonishing Rlmost marvelous,
and the joy is its harmlessness.
t
case of Pape's DiaA large
pepsin will give you a hundred dollars
worth of satisfaction or your druggist
hands you your money back.
It's wcrth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs in your
home should always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night. It's the
milpkoatsurest and most harmless i
.
,
stomach doctor in the world.
order
tion,

fifty-cen-

$100.00 REWARD
Will be given for his address

or evidence of his death.

BAUGHMAN

Enjoy your money, buy Schilling's Best.

Church Incorporates.
The First Baptist church of Socorro
has filed incorporation papers with
the state corporation commission. D.
A Renter of Socorro, is the statutory
agent. The incorporators are W. J.
Parsons, C. O. Walker, R. H. Hoffman,
.T. A. Land and D. A. Reuter.
The di
J. A.
rectors are John E. Griffith,
Wayne and R. H. Hoffman, all of Socorro.

1913.

MISSA. MUGLER

nothing to try it if you're
sorry you did.

Industrial Teachers Meet.
The first meeting of its kind in NewMexico will be the meeting of the
teachers of industrial education, at
Albuquerque, during the New Mexico
convention
educational association
next week, according to Miss Manette
of in
Myers, state superintendent
dustrial education.

17,

Beautiful line of Stamped
PARISIAN CORSETS IN THE NEW
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
SHAPES ARE HERE. N. SALMON.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
No home should be without a hot
water bottle. Its usch are many all
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Sothe year 'round. Zook has some
Embroidery Floss in Royal Gre-ciaThe Rexall Store.
dandies.
ciety, the D. M. C. and the
Silk Floss.
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Robert K.
Crochet Cottons. Crochet and
Sayle, at Tesuque on Sunday, November, 10, a daughter.
Embroidery Needles.
HANDSOME DRESS GLOVES FOR
THE HUB
MEN JUST ARRIVED.
N. SALMON.
The finest line ot Electrical Glassware ever displayed in this city.
Gnagey & Ervlen.
Sundav School The Sunday school at the spelling match to be held at Alattendance Nov. 16 was as follows: buquerque, during the meeting of the
Methodist Sunday Bchool, 78; (one State Education
association next
year ago, 45). Presbyterian Sunday week.
school, 21 (one year ago, 189.)
Household Goods for Sale Mrs. A.
DON'T BUY A SUIT BEFORE YOU
S. Brookes, Grant avenue.
OUR $15.00 SUITS AND i
SEE US.
Fiesta At Cienega A fiiesta to be
OVERCOATS ARE THE BEST THAT)
THE known as St. Joseph's day will be
FOR
CAN
BE PRODUCED
celebrated at Cienega on November
PRICE. THE HUB N
j
19th, and a number from Santa Io
S.
has
Alvord
A.
Carpentery Shop-attend.
will
at
San
330
a
carpentry shop
opened
I.
L. Tello,
Recital
Mr. Tello's
Francisco street to do a general line
... nMnln ii.nrlr
Brazilian violinist, will be heard at the

1

1

NOVEMBER

S. K. BAUGHMAN, Oxford Hotel, San Diego, Cal.

OUR UNPARALLELED
v.',v,--

Typewriter Rental Offer

Spanish Text Book.
committee named by the state
board of education to report on a Spanish text book for the use of the state
schcls, consisting of Filadelfo Baca,
assistant superintendent of public instruction; Antonio Lucero, secretary
of state, and Bonifacio Montoya, county superintendent of Sandoval county,
will meet next week during the teachers' meeting at Albuquerque.
A

Educational Exhibit.
To assist the board of managers of
the San Diego exposition to get up
the educational exhibit for New Mexico, the state board of education has
appointed the following committee:
David R. Boyd, C. M. Light, Filadelfo
Baca, M. H. Brasher, Mrs. Josie Lock-liarJ. H. Wagner and Alvan N.
White. A meeting of this committee
has been called for next week (at
Albuquerque, during the sessions of
the New Mexico educational association.
t,

For S5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
7 or 8
condition, an understroke model 6,
PreRemington Typewriter or understroke Smith
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and we
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
One Month, $3.00

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognixed as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but in completeness.
And this completeness makes It certain that we have got the exact

ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
AM

'iltoMBS

vraniM lor A
omllkNy.T
Blua Rltafaoa.

utd
s
SicMuirTri
9 FILL,

kksV

ir

with

tt
fo
DIAMOND II HA N
retn known ss Best, Safest. Alwtyi RcllibK)
BY
EVtWWIERt
BStUffl&TS
SOU

Six Months, $ 5.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

Paragon Ribbons

Sioux Falls, S. D., Nov. 17. Mrs.
iCmma Kaufman, principal in two sen-

bIMI

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

REMINCTON

MRS. EMMA KAUFMAN
DIES AT SIOUX CITY.

sational trials for the alleged murder
of Miss Agnes Palries, a
servant in her home, in 190G, died to
day. At her first trial she was found
guilty of manslaughter, but at the sec
ond ot simpIe battery and fined $100.
The trials aUracted national atten- tion.

f

good

(Incorporated)

Ill

South Fourth St.

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

A

